
Markham City Open 2018 General Rules of Play
Registration Venue: 
Markham District High School, 
89 Church St, Markham, 
ON L3P 2M3

Hosted by: 
Team Meibukan/NOX Dojo, 
5762 Highway #7, Unit 17, Markham, 
ON, L3P 1A5, Phone: 1 (416) 219 1275 

Event Date: November 11, 2018

Individual Kata and Kumite

Rotating Double Elimination System
Medal winners for individual Kata and Kumite will be based on a double elimination system where athletes who loose their first match 
have an opportunity to compete for second and third place. There will be 1 gold medal for first place, 1 silver medal for second place, and 
1 or 2 medals for 3rd place. 

How Matches are Run and Winners Determined

Kata
Two athletes will compete at the same time. The athlete to the right of the center referee is red athlete (aka). The athlete to the left is blue 
(ao). At the end of the match, by indication of a whistle by the center, referees will raise the colour of the flag matching who they judge to 
be the better athlete. The athlete with the most flags is the winner. 

All white belt divisions must perform entry level kata only. An example of these kata are Heian/Pinan Shodan/Nidan, Geki Sai Ich/Ni, or 
Kihon Kata of any kind.

In all divisions, EXCEPT JUNIOR AND SENIOR BLACK BELTS, athletes may repeat the same kata in every round. The same kata 
cannot be repeated consecutively in Junior and Senior Black Belt divisions but can be repeated in alternate rounds.  

Kumite
This is a point only event that uses the WKF style point allocation of Yuko, Wazari, and Ippon. Points are awarded to either Ao (Blue) or 
Aka (Red) when 2 or more flags of the same colour and of the same point allocation are raised for corresponding athlete. Winner of a 
kumite match is determined by 4 methods

1.The first athlete to lead by 8 points before the end of the match.
2.The athlete with the highest number of points by the end of the match.
3.If an athlete is disqualified from a match due to an excessive culmination of penalties.
4.If an athlete is awarded Senshu (athlete who scores the first undisputed point) but the match ends in a tie.

Match time for kumite divisions are as follows:

1.All children’s and veteran’s divisions are 90 seconds (running time) regardless of belt level
2.All other divisions, other than senior black belt (male), are 120 seconds (running time).
3.Senior black belts male divisions are 180 seconds (running time).

Time will be stopped in the event of a dispute or injury.

Penalties
There are 2 types of penalties categories. Category 1 is for contact related infractions and category 2 is for non-contact related infractions. 
The fourth violation will warrant a disqualification. Categories do not cross cumulate.

Excessive Contact
This is a zero excessive head contact event for all divisions. Should an athlete make contact to cause the head of the opponent to severely 
snap away from the direction of the strike, causing medical attention, officials must award a double penalty at a minimum or Hansoku 
Chui. If the athlete deliberately causes harm to another contestant, Hansoku (disqualification from match) must be invoke after 
consultation with the officials active in the ring where the incident took place. 

Body contact may be vigorous but not cause injury as to impede the opposing contestant from further competition.

Children Divisions
Touch is the maximum head or face contact permitted. 
If a technique is scored with perfect form, sporting attitude, accuracy, and timing but the distance is short within reason, the appropriate 
score will be awarded. 



Team Kata and Kobudo Kata Eliminations
Athletes will perform one at a time. Using scorecards judges will score athlete individually to determine the winner. The athlete with the 
highest score is the winner. Should there be a tie, athletes must perform against each other to determine the winner. Winner for tie breakers 
is determined by flag.
Same kata can be performed. No kata bunkai will be performed for 2018.

Officials
There will be 3 officials assigned to each ring. One Shushin (referee) who will also act as Tatami Manager and 2 Fukushin (judges). The 
role of the shushin may temporarily change upon the decision of the originally assigned Shushin. The role of Shushin can only be assigned 
to a licensed OKF (or equivalent) referee.

Officials must wear WKF or AAU referee or similar uniform.

Protest
The promoter of MCO endeavour to create a positive event for all participants and spectators. It is a fund raising event run by primarily by 
volunteers. If there is an issue regarding safety or calls, coaches are asked to bring it to the attention of referee in charge or the host (Sean 
Wong). If there is an issue with volunteers staff such as scorekeeper or time keeper please bring it to the attention of the ring coordinators 
or the host (Sean Wong).

Please Note: On judgement calls, it is very difficult to reverse a decision.     

Coaches
All coaches must wear a MCO coaches wristband and a recognizable club/team uniform with club/team logo. Tags can be obtained from 
the head table following the completion a 6 question quiz. 100% mark is required. A maximum of 4 tags per team is permitted. 

Markham City Open 2018 Coaches' Quiz

Coaches Name: Club Name:

Kata
1. In all kata divisions the same kata can be repeated except for...

a) All black belt divisions
b) Veteran black belts
c) Team kata
d) Junior and senior black belts 

2. Which of these kata CANNOT be performed in a white belt 
division?
a) Heian Sandan
b) Saifa
c) Pinan Shodan
d) All of the above

Kumite
1. A touch to the face is considered excessive contact. 

T / F

2. An accidental strike to the face requires medical 
attention. Athlete fully recovers and can continue 
competing normally. The award/penalty is:
a) Ippon
b) Shikkaku
c) Hansoku Chui
d) Double Penalty or Hansoku

Protest
1. If there is referee decision that you do not agree with that involves a safety or a call. Coaches must...

a) Yell at the referees
b) Say nothing
c) Bring it to the attention of the referee in charge immediately for reconsideration
d) Debate with the other coach 

2. Your athlete, in your opinion and your vantage point, scores Wazari (Chudan Geri). At the same time the opposing athlete scores 
Ippon (Tsuki). Flags are in favour of the opposing athlete. This is considered...
a) A “Judgement Call” and nothing can be done
b) Cheating and have a right to protest the call
c) Shikkaku to the opposing athlete
d) Unacceptable and you coach your athlete to kick harder   

Coaches must complete this test and attend the joint coaches' and official's meeting at 9:00 AM on November 11th, 2018 in order to 
receive coach's tag. Maximum of 4 tags (1/ring) will be given out on that day.  


